Creation vs. Evolution

A Seminar That Examines the Creation/Evolution Controversy
In Light of Reason and Revelation

- Creation Makes Sense (Parts 1 & 2)
- Alleged Proofs of Evolution—Exposed
- Dinosaurs: The Poster Children of Evolution (Parts 1 & 2)
- Creation: In Six Days or Six Billion Years?
- Wonders of God’s Creation
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Sessions I & II: Creation Makes Sense (Parts 1 & 2)
Is the General Theory of Evolution a fact of science? What do the laws of science actually have to say about creation and evolution?

Session III: Alleged Proofs of Evolution—Exposed
Do the “proofs” of evolution really prove evolution, or have millions been duped by evolutionary hoaxes? What about the fossil record, homology, and embryology? And did we really evolve from ape-like creatures, or were we specially created by God?

Sessions IV & V: Dinosaurs: The Poster Children of Evolution (Parts 1 & 2)
Nothing has been used more to promote the theory of evolution than dinosaurs. But do dinosaurs “prove” evolution? What do the Bible, history, and true science have to say about the one-time co-existence of dinosaurs and humans?

Session VI: Creation: In Six Days or Six Billion Years?
Did God create the Universe and everything in it “in six days” or “six billion years”? How does the Bible answer this question? What did Jesus teach about creation?

Session VII: Wonders of God’s Creation
According to the General Theory of Evolution, over billions of years of non-intelligent, aimless evolution, the Earth became filled with a variety of amazing, wonderfully designed animals. Reason and common sense demand a better explanation. The superbly designed animals all around us call for a Creator.
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